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Abstract 
Lawvere [6] introduced the notion of an algebraic theory, and the notion of a generic object 
of a given algebraic type - a particular object in the classifying category for algebraic objects in 
categories with products. In this paper we shall examine the notion of algebraic theories extended 
to distributive categories, and analyse in detail a particular case, namely isomorphisms P(X) g X 
for a polynomial P. Examples of the general problem have been studied in [2] (P(X) = X’ + 1, 
solving a problem posed in [7]), [5] (P(X) = X + 1) and [8] (P(X) = 2X + 1). 
Explicitly, given a polynomial P, by a P-algebra in a distributive category, we mean an object 
X and an arrow P(X) -+X, and by a rigid P-ulgebru a P-algebra in which the given arrow is 
an isomorphism. We shall explicitly construct the generic P-algebra and generic rigid P-algebra 
in a distributive category. For a class of polynomials P, these categories are shown to embed 
in Sets. For a class of polynomials P, we also describe the isomorphism classes of the category 
containing the generic rigid P-algebra. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Cluss.: 18D35; 18C10; 68465 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivution 
Given a polynomial P, which for the moment we shall take to mean a polynomial 
in one variable with natural number coefficients, we can evaluate this polynomial at 
an object X of a distributive category VT. Given an isomorphism P(X) + X, we 
may ask which isomorphisms are constructible from this given isomorphism. More 
generally, one may ask for the generic object X and isomorphism P(X) + X in a 
distributive category - that is, a 2-representing object for the 2-functor associating to 
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each distributive category V the category with objects (X,s) where s : P(X) + X is 
an isomorphism (and the obvious “action preserving” arrows). Another way to speak 
of this is as a classifying category for this 2-functor, the generic object then being that 
object of the classifying category corresponding to the identity functor of the classifying 
category. 
It follows from general work (see [ 11) that this problem has a solution (it is a 
free object for a particular 2-theory), the aim of this paper is to provide an explicit 
construction of this generic solution to P(X) E X. Such an explicit version aims to 
provide a framework where one can actually calculate existence or, more interestingly, 
nonexistence of isomorphisms. 
Why should one be interested in such problems? 
l An isomorphism P(X) + X may be thought of as modelling a data-type (see [IO]). 
For example, an isomorphism X + 1 g X gives a primitive model of a natural 
number like data-type with successor and predecessor operations (or a stack with 
push and pop operations). An isomorphism X2 + 1 E X gives a model of binary 
trees. The nonexistence of isomorphisms in the classifying category allow us to prove 
the nonexistence of programs (of a restricted type) exhibiting certain bijections. 
l One can consider this work as the beginning of the generalisation of the work on 
product-theories and finite-limit-theories to a distributive context. While the types of 
distributive theories considered here are a special case of the general notion, it is 
interesting to note that this produces two well-known and used data-types: stacks and 
trees. Other data-types such as queues are within the scope of general distributive 
theories. 
l Another view is to consider this as a higher dimensional ring theory. If distributive 
categories are considered as higher dimensional rings, then the generic solution to 
P(X) Z X is an analogue of the free ring modulo a given equation. Since X + Y 2 
0 implies X 2 0 E Y in a distributive category, the correct algebraic analogy is 
that of a vig, that is, a ring without additive inverses. Of particular interest is the 
relation of the rig structure underlying the generic solution and to what extent this 
lower dimensional structure (algebraic in nature) characterises the higher dimensional 
structure (combinatoric in nature). In the case of both trees (see [2]) and stacks (see 
[5]), the underlying rig is precisely the free rig module the given equation. This 
equivalence between combinatoric and algebraic comparisons of objects deserves 
further study. 
We shall discuss the first point in a little more detail, this being the primary mo- 
tivation of the current paper. Formal machine models such as RAM (see [4]) make 
proving the nonexistence of certain programs challenging. Walters has proposed in [ 121 
that expressions in a distributive category are imperative programs, and it is clear that 
writing straight-line programs (i.e. allowing if . . . then .,. else structures but not for 
or while loops) is essentially equivalent to constructing arrows using the operations 
of a distributive category (see [lo] for examples in this direction). 
The arrows in the classifying category of P(X) E X are precisely those constructible 
from distributive operations plus the two atomic operations making up the isomorphism 
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P(X) 4 X and X + P(X). Thus the nonexistence of isomorphisms in the classifying 
category allows us to deduce the nonexistence of straight-line programs exhibiting 
certain bijections. 
Some surprising results in this direction have already been obtained. In [2], Blass 
exhibits a “particularly elementary” bijection between seven-tuples of binary trees and 
binary trees. Further, he proves the nonexistence of such bijections between pairs, 
triples, . . ., six-tuples of binary trees and binary trees. If there exists any distributive 
category with no isomorphism between Q(X) and R(X) (for polynomials Q and A) 
where X satisfies P(X) Z X, then there can be no isomorphism in the generic such 
category. Hence the work of Blass in conjunction with the content of this paper pro- 
duces concrete examples of bijections involving real data-types which escape the scope 
of straight-line programs. 
In forthcoming work, we will examine polynomials with coefficients in a given dis- 
tributive category (rather than N). This yields a theory of parametrised types, allowing 
types such as lists of trees of natural numbers, and so on. Categories produced in 
this manner would provide a context for the construction of machines utilising data 
of given, abstractly specified types. Developing straight-line programs as a halfway 
step to a full theory of machines gives as a bonus a useful and interesting notion of 
isomorphism weaker than Turing computable. 
1.2. An outline oj’the puper 
In order to produce the generic solution to P(X) 2 X for a given polynomial P, we 
shall take three steps: 
(i) We construct firstly the classifying category .Yx of the product theory with 
operations Xp” 4 X. 
(ii) We freely add sums to this category, to yield the generic object X, and arrow 
P(X) -I X in a distributive category .&. Note the arrow P(X) + X is derived by 
properties of sums from the operations produced in the first step. 
(iii) The arrow P(X) + X is then universally inverted via a category of fractions 
construction, and this new category SYr contains a generic object X and isomorphism 
P(X) ix. 
The construction of classifying categories where defining the operations involves 
only products has been studied (see [6]), and the use of the Sam(-) construction to 
freely add sums to a given category with products is well known, as is the category 
of fractions construction. 
The new work involves the technique used to produce the calculus of fractions used 
in the third stage of the construction. A suitable calculus of invertible arrows is pro- 
duced very simply from the universal property of the second stage of the construction. 
It is also interesting to see these well-understood tools applied in sequence to produce 
an object of interest. 
We then give concrete descriptions of the categories containing the generic objects, 
in the sense that we provided embeddings into Sets for a class of polynomials P(X). 
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We also prove a theorem describing the isomorphism classes of the category containing 
the generic solution to P(X) 2 X in terms of equality in a free rig - reducing the 
combinatorial problem of isomorphism to the algebraic problem of equality. 
1.3. Notation und generalities 
When we say a given category has sums (resp. products), we mean that it has given 
sums (resp. products) of finite families (including initial (resp. terminal) objects). A 
distributive category is distributive in the sense of Walters [ 111, that is, the canonical 
arrow X x Y + X x Z + X x (Y + Z) is invertible. We shall write Cat, for the 
2-category of categories with products and product preserving functors, and Catd for 
the 2-category of distributive categories and distributive (product and sum preserving) 
functors. 
Given n E hJ, we shall write [n] for the n element set (0, 1,. . . ,n - l}, and JY‘ for 
the category with objects n E N and arrows n + m the functions [n] + [ml, and note 
that this category is equivalent to the category of finite sets and has strict sums and 
products. 
Given a category with products %, Pam(%), the category of families in %, has 
objects (A, P) where A E 1 is an indexing set, and P : A + %? gives the elements 
of the family; and arrows (A,P) + (B, Q) are pairs (j, r) where j: A + B and r is 
an A-indexed family of arrows of ‘6, where eta: Pa + Qja. We note that Sam(-) is 
the left 2-adjoint to the forgetful 2-fun&or Catd + Cat,, that is for a category with 
products %? and a distributive category 9, 
Catd[Fam(%), 91 ” Cat, [%, U] 
and that we may choose sums in Fam(%?) to be strict, and may choose products to be 
strict if they are so in %. 
Finally, we must address the question of polynomials. A polynomial with natural 
number coefficients may be written as a sum of monomials, 
That is, polynomials arise algebraically as the formulas freely constructed from one 
object first using products and then sums. 
By a polynomial, we shall mean an object of .Pam(J~“P). The polynomial (A,P), 
which we shall typically abbreviate to P, is to be thought of as the above sum of 
monomials. This yields all polynomials with natural number coefficients, which are 
precisely those polynomials which can be evaluated in any distributive category in the 
obvious way. The category N*P is the free category with products on one generator, 
and ~am(,V’~) is the free distributive category on one generator. Thus this is a natural 
categorical context in which to place polynomials. 
It is worth noting that sums and products in Pam(N”P) are precisely the usual sum 
and product of polynomials. 
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2. Pre-P-algebras 
2.1. Introduction 
Let us fix a polynomial P = (A,P). The polynomial is to be thought of as specifying 
a family of operations of given arities. We shall now define pre-P-algebras in categories 
with products to be objects carrying such operations. 
Given a category V with products, by a pre-P-algebra of % we mean a pair (X, fI), 
where X E V and H is an A-indexed family of arrows of %‘, Oa : Xp” + X. A morphism 
of such (X, 0) + (Y, 4) is an arrow f : X + Y in % such that f commutes with the 
actions in the obvious sense. We clearly obtain a category of pre-P-algebras of %, 
which we shall denote PrePAlg(%). 
Given two categories with products, say % and 9, and a product preserving functor 
F : % 4 Y, we obtain a functor PrePAlg(F) : PrePAlg(@) + PrePAlg(9) by defining 
PrePAlg(F)(X, 0) = (FX, (FX)” 2 F(X’“) 2 FX), 
where the isomorphism is that given by F preserving products. On arrows, PrePAlg(F) 
(f) = F.f, and it is routine to check this is a morphism of pre-P-algebras of ci. 
Furthermore, given a natural transformation (1) : F + G, where F and G are product 
preserving functors %? + %, we obtain a natural transformation PrePAlg(w) : PrePAlg 
(F) + PrePAlg(G). The component at the object (X,0) of PrePAlg(%‘) is of course 
UIX - we must check this is indeed a morphism of pre-P-type objects of 2. This is a 
routine check, utilising naturality of co at the operations Ba. 
So we have defined a 2-functor from the 2-category of categories with products 
(denoted Cat, ) to the 2-category of categories. In the next section, we shall describe 
the classifying category of PrePAlg(-), that is, a category with products & such that 
PrePAlg(%) E Cat,[&%]. 
2.2. The generic pre-P-algebra 
The method for constructing classifying categories for functors such as that described 
in the previous section was given by Lawvere, see for example [6] or [9, Ch. 181. We 
have a category PrePAlg(Sets) of pre-P-algebras in Sets, and there is an obvious 
adjunction (F, G,y,s) where G: PrePAlg(Sets) --f Sets is forgetful, and F: Sets + 
PrePAlg(Sets) maps a set to the free pre-P-algebra with the set as generators. The 
objects of ,5X are natural numbers, and the arrows n + m in & are the arrows from 
F[m] --) F[n] in PrePAlg(Sets), with the composition arising from PrePAlg(Sets). 
The category & has finite products, which may be taken to be strict. The object 
1 E TX carries a pre-P-algebra structure in a natural way, we shall write (1, $) for 
this pre-P-algebra in -TX. 
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Note that (1, $) in & is the generic object with the given operations in a category 
with products, in the sense that we obtain an equivalence 
PrePAlg(g) rv Cat, [TX, %] 
where a functor on the right-hand side corresponds to its evaluation at 1 with operations 
given by $ on the left-hand side. 
We shall denote the functor & + V arising from the object (X, 0) E PrePAlg(%?) 
by (X, H)-. The exponential notation is chosen for two reasons: 
(i) (X, O>ll = Xn. 
(ii) If a : [n] + [m] is a function, then Fct : m -+ n in TX, and (X, O)F’ = X”. 
This functor also has an additional property, namely commutativity of 
(1) 
3. P-algebras 
3.1. The generic P(X) + X in a distributive J% 
We now move to a distributive context. By a P-algebra in a distributive category 
V, we mean a pair (X,s), where X is an object of %‘, and s : P(X) + X in V. A 
morphism of P-algebras is defined in the obvious way. 
In the same way as for pre-P-type objects, we obtain a 2-functor from the 2-category 
of distributive categories (denoted Catd) to the 2-category of categories which maps 
a distributive category 97 to the category of P-algebras of %?. This 2-functor will be 
denoted PAlg(-). 
Note that a P-algebra (X,s) in V gives rise to a prep-algebra in an obvious way, 
namely (X,s.i,), where i, : XPa -+ P(X) is the ath injection of the sum. By properties 
of sums in %, any pre-P-algebra in V, say (X, Q), gives rise to a P-algebra (X, (I,&)), 
where (I,&) is unique such that (I,&z).i, = Oa. We thus obtain an isomorphism 
PAlg( S’) GS PrePAlg(V) 
for a distributive category %‘. 
What are the generic X and arrow P(X) ---f X in a distributive category? We seek 
a distributive category Fd such that 
PAlg(%) Y CatJ&, %‘I. 
Consider the category rd = parn(& ). By properties of gam(-), we have 
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Putting this together with previous isomorphisms and equivalences, we see that .Yd 
indeed classifies PAlg(-). 
3.2. A closer look ut .Td 
Let us examine the category & = Pam(&) more closely. Note that the family 
construction may be taken to produce strict sums, and if the category q has strict 
products, we may also arrange the category Yam(%) has strict products. Thus ,Yd has 
strict sums and products in this example. Also, 9JJ was formed by freely adding sums, 
and hence is extensive (see [3]). 
What is an object of .Yd? It is precisely a finite family of objects of &, that is, 
a family of natural numbers, which is to say a polynomial. What is an arrow of &? 
Given objects (B, Q) and (CR) of &, an arrow (B, Q) + (CR) is a pair (j, cc) 
where j: B + C is a function, and LX is a B-indexed family of arrows of TX, where 
xb : Qb + Rjb. 
One can check that sums and products of objects in rd correspond exactly to the 
usual sums and products of polynomials. Given a P-algebra (X,s) in %?, what is the 
corresponding distributive functor 5d -+ Catd? 
We first convert (X,s) to a pre-P-algebra (X,s.i,), and then map this to the corre- 
sponding product preserving functor .& + V’, namely (X,s.i,) The universal property 
of Fam(-) then tells us that the functor we seek is constructed by summing over the 
family in question, i.e. on objects 
(B, Q> H xXQh 
hEB 
which is precisely the polynomial Q evaluated at X. We shall refer to this functor as 
generalised evaluation, writing it 
Now, just as the object 1 of TX inherits a pre-P-algebra structure in TX in a natural 
way, the object I = ( 1,1) (the one element family of 1) in & inherits a P-algebra 
structure in a natural way, its structure map t : P(I) + I being unique such that t.i, 
is the image of $a under the natural inclusion TX + &. Note also that P(1) = P in 
.& - explicitly then, t : P ---f I is the arrow (!, $) in &. 
Further, the commutativity of (1) implies commutativity of 
IGo 
tY \ 
X (2) 
where the lower horizontal arrow has unique component p+. This fact follows from 
the definition of - (X,s) on arrows (via the adjunction), and properties of sums. 
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Thus the object I E & and arrow t : P 4 I constitute the generic solution to find 
an object X and arrow P(X) + X in a distributive category. 
4. Rigid P-algebras 
4.1. Introduction 
By a rigid P-algebra in a distributive category %, we mean a P-algebra (X,s) in 
+Z such that s is an isomorphism. The category of rigid P-algebras in V, denoted 
RgdPAlg(%), is the full subcategory of PAlg(V) on objects the rigid P-algebras of V. 
Our aim is to find the generic P(X) E X in a distributive category, that is, a 
distributive category rr such that 
RgdPAlg(%) TX Catd[Z,g]. 
We shall construct this as a category of fractions from the theory of PAlg(-), namely 
Yd, described in Section 3.2. We find this category of fractions is indeed distributive, 
and that its universal property transfers to the distributive world. Inversion of the arrows 
in the calculus of fractions is seen to be equivalent to inversion of t, and the result 
follows. 
4.2. A calc~dus of right fractions .fbr 9JJ 
Recall from Section 3.2 that we have t : P(I) = P + I in &. Hence P(t) : P(P) + 
P(Z) = P in -Yd. Thus (P, P(t)) E PAlg(Y>). Further, consider the morphism t : P + I 
in &, and note that 
P(P) PO P 
clearly commutes. Thus t : (P, P(t)) 4 (Z, t) is a morphism of P-algebras in &. 
Thus, since I in .& is the generic P-algebra, we obtain a natural transformation 
cr: -(P,P(t)) + -(I, t), where -(P,P(t)),-(I, t): & + &. This has components 
0Q: Q(P) + Q(l) = Q in Yd. 
Now al = t : I(P) = P -+ I, and @ = Q(t): Q(P) + Q. Also, note t(P,P(t)) = 
P(t) by (2), and so (oI)(P,P(t)) = aP = a(Z(P)). It follows that (aQ)(P, P(t)) = 
a(Q(P)) - to see this, note that the two natural transformations 
(fl-)(P,P(t)),a(-(P)): (-(P>P(t)))(P,P(t>) + (-(I,t))(P,P(t)) 
have the same component at I, and use equivalence stating I is the generic P-algebra. 
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Consider the family of arrows 
1-={oQjQEZ,) 
and let r* denote the family of arrows obtained by adjoining identities to r and closing 
under composition. We aim to show r* is a calculus of right fractions in Fd - see 19, 
Ch. 191. 
Given an arrow OQ E r and f : R + Q in &, we need to complete the following 
square 
‘! _ _______p Q(p) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
b 
I DC! 
I 
1 
7 ! 
R-Q 
J 
with the left arrow in r. Consider 
R(P) .f(P. P(O) 
- Q(P) 
R 
.f 
*Q 
which commutes by naturality of CJ. 
Given ,f, g: R 4 Q(P) and oQ such that oQ. f = oQ. g, we must produce an 
arrow 7 E r into R such that f.13 = g.?. 
Consider 
f(P. P(O) 
R(P) = (Q(P)>(P) 
I B (P. p(t)) I 
UK ! 
R 
.f _I C~QW.PcO)= dQ(P)) 
t Q(p) 9 
I 
OQ 
Q 
We are given 
oQ..f = 0Q. 9; 
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hence by functoriality of -(P,P(t)), 
(oQ)(R,R(t)).f(R,R(t)) = (oQ)(P,P(t)).U(P,P(t)). 
Now (oQ)(P,P(t)) = o(Q(P)), and applying naturality of u we obtain 
.f .aR = g aR 
as required. 
Now these two properties clearly carry over immediately to r*, which contains 
identities and is composition closed. Thus we have a calculus of right fractions on -Yd. 
We can give a more precise description of r* as follows. Define, for n E FV and 
Q E 6, 
r,Q = aQ.aQ(P). . . . .aQ(P(“-‘I): Q(P’“‘) + Q, 
where Ptk) denotes P(P(. (P) .)) with k P’s. Clearly each r,, E r*. Further, note that 
rOQ = IQ, and rlQ = aQ, and ~,Q,z,,,R are composable exactly when R = Q(P’“‘), 
and then 
Thus r* = {rnQln E FV,Q E &}, since the collection of rile’s contains identities, 
contains aQ, and composition is closed. 
4.3. The cutegory of‘jiuctions 
Let us form the category of fractions fi = &[(I-*)-‘I. The objects of ,Y,, are those 
of &, that is, polynomials, and an arrow Q + R in Yr is an equivalence class [z,Q,f] 
where r,Q E r*, and f : Q(P(“)) + R in $. Note that [r,Q,f] = [rmQ,g] iff there 
exists a p E N (where p > n and p > m), such that in 
Q(P’“‘) 
Q(P”“‘) 
the left square and exterior square commute. The common diagonal of the left square 
is rPQ of course. We can sum up this equivalence by the equation 
[~pQ,~p--nQU=(n)).fl  [z,Q,fl. 
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We see immediately that if an arrow of Fr has a representation [r,Q,f], then it 
also has a representation [r,Q,f’] for any p > n. Thus, given any finite family of 
arrows of ,Yr, we may assume without loss of generality that all have first component 
r,,Q for fixed n. That is to say, we can produce a common denominator for any finite 
family of arrows of Fr. 
Using this fact, it is routine to see that Y9 has products and sums (coinciding with 
those of &), and is distributive. More can be shown - in fact ~9 is extensive. 
We have a functor Fd -+ Fr, defined on objects by Q H Q, and on arrows Q -+ R 
by f H [roe, f]. This functor is distributive (that is, preserves sums and products); 
this comes immediately from the computation of sums and products in Fyi;. 
4.4. I E *Fr is the generic rigid P-algebra 
The theory of categories of fractions gives an equivalence between the category of 
functors K : 9jj + V such that K(T) is invertible for each T E P*, and the category 
of mere functors L : Fr + V. Given L, the corresponding K is L composed with the 
canonical functor & + TV. 
This equivalence restricts to the subcategories of distributive (sum and product pre- 
serving) functors on each side. Since K is formed by composing L with the canonical 
functor, which is distributive, K is clearly distributive if L is. Since all objects, all 
projections, and all injections in .Fr are images of such in cFd, any failure of L to pre- 
serve products or sums would imply K does not preserve this structure either. Hence 
K distributive implies L distributive also. 
Note that if we take a P-algebra (X,s) in a distributive category V such that s is 
an isomorphism, then by commutativity of (2), t(X,s) will be invertible, and hence 
(crQ)(X,s) = (Q(t))(X,s) = Q(t(X,s)) will be invertible. Thus the functor -(X,s) will 
lie in the subcategory of Cat,[&, W] covered by the equivalence given by the category 
of fractions. Conversely, given any such functor & --) e such that K(z) is invertible 
for each r E r*, we note K(t) = K(cJI) is invertible, and hence the corresponding 
P-algebra (K(Z), K(t). S) is rigid. 
Thus we have proved 
Theorem 1. For a distributive category %, we have an equivalence 
RgdPAlg(%‘) = Catd[%,V] 
and so I in Yr with the isomorphism t : P + I is the generic rigid P-algebra in a 
distributive category, as claimed. 
Moreover, since any extensive category with products is distributive, and the functors 
considered between extensive categories with products are those preserving sums and 
products, it follows that I in Fr is in fact the generic rigid P-algebra in an extensive 
category with products. 
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5. Concretization 
5.1. Introduction 
In this section we shall describe an embedding of each of the categories TX, Y> 
and .Z. into Sets. We shall then describe concretely the functions in the image of 
these embeddings. The embeddings are given in each case by the functor mapping the 
generic object to the initial P-algebra in Sets, provided this P-algebra has a pair of 
distinct elements. 
For this section, T shall denote the initial P-algebra in Sets (which is in fact rigid), 
and the functors 
K, : rTx + Sets, 
Kd: ~77~ + Sets, 
K,.: Fr + Sets 
are the functors given by mapping the generic object to T in each case. We shall see 
that these functors are actually the horn functors [ 1, -1 (where 1 is the appropriate 
terminal object) in each case. 
5.2. A concrete description of & 
We begin firstly by describing the category of .YX in more detail. Since the theory 
from which & was constructed was equationless, elements of the free algebra on m 
generators are precisely the formulas in the m generators built using the operations of 
the algebra, with no identifications necessary. 
Thus, the elements of the free P-algebra on m generators may be thought of as 
nonempty trees, where each node is labelled either by a generator (a leaf node) or 
by one of the operations (i.e. an a E A - an internal node). The leaf nodes have no 
children, and the internal nodes labelled by a E A have precisely Pa children (and 
these are ordered). We note here that if P has a constant term, that is, some a E A 
such that Pa = 0, then a node labelled by a is still referred to as an internal node, 
despite the fact that it has no children. We shall refer to such a tree as an m-tree, and 
the set of such as GF[m]. 
The m-trees, being the elements of the free P-algebra on m generators, thus corre- 
spond to the arrows m + 1 in &. The arrows m + n in *TX are of course n-tuples 
of m-trees since n is the product of n copies of 1 in TX. What is composition in *TX? 
Given arrows m + n and n + 1, that is, an n-tuple of m-trees and and n-tree, the 
composite in terms of formulas is formed by substitution, which in terms of trees is 
grafting. The resultant m-tree is obtained by replacing each leaf node (labelled y E [n]) 
in the n-tree by the corresponding m-tree. The generic operations $ a : Pa + 1 in YX 
correspond the Pa-tree with exactly one internal node, which is labelled a, and has 
Pa-children, labelled bijectively by Pa. 
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Any m-tree is either a single leaf node, labelled by a generator y E [ml, or has an 
internal root node labelled by a E A. Consider the arrow m --f 1 in .& corresponding 
to an m-tree. Note that, in the first case, the arrow m + 1 is the projection pv, and, in 
the second case, the arrow factorizes through one of the generic operations. We record 
this observation: 
Given m 5 1 E &, either CI = py 3~ f [m], or M = m 5 Pa 2 1 3!a E .4. 
(3) 
It is easy to see that the initial P-algebra in Sets, that is, the free P-algebra on 
no generators, is rigid. We shall denote this P-algebra in Sets by T, and refer to its 
elements simply as trees. What can we say of the functor K, : TX --i Sets given by 
mapping the generic object 1 E .FX to T ? Note that K, is unique (up to natural 
isomorphism) as a functor mapping the generic object 1 E ,7x to T and the generic 
operations to the operations of T. Consider the horn functor & [0, -1, recalling 0 is 
the terminal object of *TX. It maps the generic object to YX [0, 11, that is, the set of 
P-algebra maps Fl + FO, which is the set of functions 1 + T, that is, T. The generic 
operations are also seen to coincide with those on T. Hence, we may take K, = 
YX [0, -1, and note a function T” + T” is in the image of K, if each component is 
given by grafting the given m-tuple of trees onto a fixed m-tree. 
Note that provided T has two distinct elements, the functor K, is necessarily faithful. 
For given two different arrows x, /7 : n --i m in .FX, with corresponding m-tuples of n- 
trees 6, /? : m + GF[n], then for some 6 the n-trees i(6) and p(6) differ. If they differ 
in an internal node, they clearly yield different results when evaluated at any element 
of i”“. If they differ in a leaf node labelled by ;I, then they yield different results when 
evaluated at points with different >rth components. Since T has two distinct elements, 
we can find elements as required. 
Finally, we note T will have two distinct elements provided that P has either two 
summands of 1 (i.e. two distinct a E A have Pa = 0), or one summand of 1 and one 
other operation. Thus the only polynomials for which the above proof fails are the 
constant P(X) = 1, and polynomials where P(0) = 0. 
5.3. Lifting the embedding to & and -Fr 
We have just seen that provided the initial P-algebra T in Sets contains at least 2 
elements, then KX is faithful. Continuing the assumption that T has at least 2 elements, 
we shall prove faithfulness of Kd and K, from this. 
Given that the functor K, is faithful, what can we say of & ? Note that 
on objects, and if f = (j, a) : (B, Q) + (C, R) in Yd, then Kd f is unique such that 
Kd f. ib = ijb. K, (ctb). 
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Suppose then that g = (k, fl) : (B, Q) + (C, R) in & also, and Kd f = Kdg. For any 
b E B, Kx(Qb) = TQh IS nonempty since T is nonempty, and if x E TQb, then 
ijb . K, (ah)(x) = Kd f. ib(x) = &g . ib(X) = ikh K, @b)(x). 
Now sums in Sets are disjoint, so this equality implies jb = kb, from which we deduce 
j = k. Now, injections in Sets are manic, and so the above equation shows 
f(x(ab)(x) = K,(@)(x) 
for each x E TQ”, whence K,(ab) = K,(Pb). Since K, is faithful, ab = /3b for each 
b, thus a = /I, so f = g and Kd is faithful. 
Consider the horn functor &[ 1, -1 : yd + Sets. Observe that 
&[l,Z] = &[l,O] = Sets[l, T] = T, 
SO this functor maps the generic object I E TP to T E Sets, and it is routine to check 
the generic operations are mapped to the operations of T. Hence, by uniqueness of the 
functor given by genericity of Z at T, we have & g &[ 1, -1. 
Given that the functor & is faithful, what can we say about the functor K, : Fr + 
Sets which corresponds to the rigid P-algebra (T,s) in Sets under the classification? 
Note that K,$z~Q, f] = &(.f)&(TnQ)-'. Thus if [r,Q, f],[zmQ,g]: Q ---f R in Z, 
without loss of generality we may choose the representatives o that m = II, whence 
&(f)&(rnQ)-’ = &(s)K&Q)- * &(f) * K&Z) =+ f = 9. 
Thus K, is faithful. 
To compute Y?[ 1, I], we note that to give an arrow 1 + Z in Yr is to give an 
12 E N and an arrow l(P(“)) + I E &, modulo the equivalence given by the r,,. But 
l(P(“)) = 1, and r, 1 = 1 for each IZ, whence to give 1 + I in YY is just to give 
an arrow 1 + Z in rd. Since the generic operations in 95 are just the images of the 
generic operations of cFd under the natural inclusion, we see that z[l, -1 maps I H T 
and the generic operations map to the operations of T, and so K, 2 Yr[l, -1. 
5.4. Concrete descriptions of & and .yr 
Continuing the assumption that T has at least two elements, we shall now describe 
the images of & and 9r in Sets under the embeddings & and K,. 
The description of the image of & is immediately clear from that of TX. Given 
polynomials Q and R, a function f : Q(T) + R(T) for which f = Kd( j, @) selects 
for each summand T@ of Q(T) a specific summand T Rjb of R(T), and then maps 
TQb + TRjh by one of the functions in the image of K, - that is, each component is 
given by grafting as described in Section 5.2. 
The image of K, is slightly more complicated. Ifs : P(T) + T denotes the structure 
map of the initial P-algebra T, then a part of the genericity of Z E Yr is the fact that 
K,([ 1, t]) = s up to the obvious identification of T’ and T, and hence K,.([ 1, Q(t)]) = 
Q(s). 
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Further, note that summands of P@)(T) correspond to the distinct types of tree when 
examined down to a depth of n. The polynomial P to) = I may be thought of as saying 
“a tree is a tree”. The polynomial P has classified trees based on the type of the 
root node - the image of each summand TPa of P(T) consists exactly of those trees 
whose root node is labelled a, and the components in Tpa give the trees that should 
be grafted on to produce the original tree, this grafting being precisely the action of 
s. The summands of Pen) correspond precisely to “patterns” of trees when examined 
to a depth of n, and the exponent of the summand is precisely the number of places 
the pattern extends below depth n. The image of r,Z : P@) +I in Sets is the function 
which reassembles a tree from the given pattern to depth n by grafting on the extensions 
below depth n. 
The polynomial Q(P(“)) has summands representing the types of elements of Q(T) 
when examined to depth n, again the exponent keeps track of those parts of the tuple of 
trees extending below depth n, and the image of r,Q grafts these parts back on to the 
pattern to produce the original tree. Thus the function &([r,Q]) : Q(T) -+ Q(P(“))( T) 
breaks up a tuple of trees (element of Q(T)) down to depth n, mapping it into a 
summand describing the structure of the given element of Q(r) down to depth n, and 
the value in this summand retaining the trees that need to be grafted back together to 
produce the original element of Q(T). 
Given polynomials Q and R and a function .f : Q(T) -+ R(T) such that f = 
K,.([h,Q, (.A a>l>, we note 
f = &CL ~).K([GQ, 11). 
Thus f may decide which summand of R(T) to map a given element of Q(T) (i.e. a 
tuple of trees in some summand) into based on the summand of Q(T) and the pattern 
of the tuple of trees down to some fixed depth n, at which stage it must map summand 
to summand by grafting the fragments of the tuple of trees extending below depth n 
onto a given tree for each component of the result (as for the maps of FX). 
One may think of the functions in the image of YV as those that have “bounded 
decision making”. That is to say, any decisions such a function makes on which sum- 
mand of the image to map to and by what formula must be made based on only a 
finite depth examination of the point at which the function is being evaluated. 
We shall use this to prove a fact about isomorphisms in s for certain polynomials 
P. Assume that P has at least one constant term and at least one nonconstant term. 
Note that this implies #T 2 2, and so we have embeddings into Sets as described 
above. Also, the existence of a nonconstant term in P gives a nonconstant operation 
on T, and thus given any n E N, we can construct distinct elements of T which appear 
equal when inspected to a depth of n. 
Suppose we have an arrow (j, ~1) : Q + R in &, such that [l, (j, a)] is an iso in G. 
Examining the image of this situation in Sets, we have functions f : Q(T) + R(T) 
and y: R(T) --) Q(T) where f is in the image of &, g is in the image of Yr and 
gf = Q(T), f g = R(T). Let n E N be such that g only examines its arguments to 
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depth n (as in the description of the arrows in the embedding of $ into Sets), and 
let B be the indexing set of Q. 
Fix b E B, and examine the trees giving the arrow ab: Qb + Rjb. We claim that no 
two leaf nodes in any of these trees are labelled by the same y E Qb. Suppose two leaf 
nodes are labelled by the same ;’ E Qb, and aim for contradiction. Choose x,x’ E T such 
that x and x’ are distinct but identical to depth n. Evaluate f’ at some point y E TQb 
with 11th component x, obtaining z E TRjh say. Note this evaluation is done purely by 
grafting, and so x has been grafted at two points. Replace one of these occurrences of 
x by x’, producing z’ t T Rjb Now z and z’ are identical to depth n, and hence must 
be mapped into the same summand of Q(T) under y. Now gf(y) = y E Tgb; hence 
y(z’) E T@ also. Thus ,fy(z’) = z’. However, any point in the image off‘ has identical 
branches at where values were grafted on the leaves labelled 7, and by construction z’ 
does not have this property. Hence the desired contradiction. 
6. Isomorphisms in *Z 
6.1. Introduction 
In this section, we shall describe the isomorphism classes of Yr for a particular 
class of polynomials P(X). In fact, we shall show for these polynomials that Q g R 
in .<. if and only if Q(X) = R(X) in the free rig on one generator X satisfying 
P(X) =X. This is what Blass refers to as the equivalence between combinatorial and 
algebraic equivalence of polynomials (see [2]). The polynomials we shall deal with 
are those having at least one constant term and at least one nonconstant term. Thus 
the embedding theorems of the previous section apply, and we have the observation 
of Section 5.4 regarding isomorphisms in ,c. 
We are examining the Burnside rig of .Tr, that is, the rig whose elements are isomor- 
phism classes of objects of .Y,., with operations given by the sum and product in &. 
Note that this rig has an element [I] such that P([Z]) = [P] = [I], and hence there is a 
homomorphism from the free rig on one generator X with P(X) = X to the Bumside 
rig of _K., such that X H [f]. So if Q(X) = R(X) in the free rig modulo P(X) = X, 
then [Q] = [Q(I)] = Q([l]) = R([I]) = [R(I)] = [R] in the Bumside rig of FT. Hence 
Q(X) = R(X) in the free rig modulo P(X) = X certainly implies Q 2 R in ,K. 
What must we show to show the converse? Given an isomorphism ,{: Q + R in 
.x., we must provide a deduction that Q(X) = R(X) in any rig where P(X) = X. In 
the remainder of this section we shall develop the necessary theory to show such a 
deduction exists. We shall use a process of development similar to that used by Blass 
to prove the result about binary trees. 
6.2. Devrlopment oJ’urrows in .9-J 
Suppose we are given an arrow (i, r) : Q + R in .Fd, where Q = (B, Q) and 
R = (C, R) are polynomials. Given also a CO E C and yo E Rco, we wish to “substitute 
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P(X) for X at the yoth X in the summand X Rc~l of R(X)“, and describe the effect of 
this operation on Q and (j, 8). 
Let C’ = C \ {co} + A, and R’ = (C’, R’) be the polynomial defined by 
R’c’ zz 
Rc if c’ = c E C \ {co}, 
&\{^/o}+P~ ifc’=aEA. 
Note we have an arrow (k, /l) : R’ + R in .&, defined by 
if c’ = c E C \ {CO}, 
ifc’=aEA. 
In fact the image of (k,p) in 97 is an isomorphism ~ to see this, note that (k,b) is 
a sum of identities and Rco \ {;‘o} x $ a where each a is used exactly once. Thus in 
fact using distributivity, (k, /I) is a sum of identities and Rco \ (~0) x t, composed with 
a distributive isomorphism. Since the image of t in 97 is an iso, the result follows. 
For each b E B such that jb = c-0, consider the arrow p;,,.xb: Qb + Rco + 1 in 
YX. By (3) this arrow either is a projection, or factorizes through $a : Pa + 1 for 
some a. Define 
D = {b E B 1 jb = co and P;,,.zb = pa 36 E Qb}. 
Note that if b E D, the corresponding 6 is uniquely defined, we shall denote it by 
cjh. Define B’ = B \ D + D x A, and let Q’ = (B’, Q’) be the polynomial defined by 
if b’ = b E B \ D, 
if 6’ = (b,a) E D x A. 
As above, we have an arrow (k’, p) : Q’ 4 Q in &, defined by 
k’b’ = b, Pb’ = 
ifb’=bEB\D, 
b, a ifb’=(b,a)EDxA. 
Also, the image of (k’, fi’) in YY is an isomorphism, by the same reasoning as above. 
The reason for this construction is that we shall now construct (j’, x’): Q’ ---f R’ 
such that 
Q’ ___‘i:?__, R’
( k’. 8’) (k.B) 
(4) Q .R (J.d 
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commutes. Thus if (j, a) has image an isomorphism in SFr, so also does (j’,a’). By 
carefully choosing CO and yo, we shall be able to simplify the arrow (j, x) repeatedly 
via this process, and thus obtain the Burnside rig of F?. 
Now, to define (j’, c(‘), we must give j’ : B’ + C’ and a B/-indexed family of arrows 
~‘b’ : Q’b’ + R’j’b’. We split this definition into three parts. Given b’ E B’, either 
(i) 6’ = b E B \ D and jb # CO; 
(ii) b’ = b E B \ D and jb = CO; 
(iii) 6’ = (b,a) E D x A. 
In each case, the appropriate definitions, and the equations showing commutation of 
the appropriate component of (4) are: 
(i) Define j’b’ = jb, and cdb’ = crb: Q’b’ = Qb + Rjb = R’j’b’. Note that 
kj'b' = kjb = jb = jk'b 
and 
pj’b’. db’ = pjb. ab = Rjb. xb. Qb = ak’b./l’b’ 
(ii) In this case, since b cf D, p(,,.xb is not a projection Qb + 1. Thus, by (3), 
this arrow factorizes as P:.~. rb = $a. ji for some a E A and U : Qb + Pa in TX. Let 
rt : RCO 4 Rco \ (~0) be the projection deleting the yoth component. 
Define j’b’ = a E C’ (where a is as generated by factorizing p?,,. xb), and define 
db’ = (71. cxb, c?) (since Rco \ (~0) + Pa is a product in FX ). Now, 
kj'b' = ka = co = jb =jk'b 
and 
pj’b’.a’b’ = (Rco \ (~0) x II/a).(n.ab,il) = (n.xb, pyo.rb) = (71, pTc,).Mb 
= crk’b.Qb = ak’b.P’b. 
(iii) In this case, we have that pTc,. ab = ph;,,, and /Yb’ = Qb \ {Sb} x $a. Again, 
let n : Ro \ {yo} ---f Rco be the projection deleting the yoth component, and let q : Qb \ 
{db} + Pa + Pa be the second projection. 
Define j’b’ = a E C’, and db’ = (n. ab.flb’, q) (again using the fact the codomain 
is a product in &). Now 
k/b’ = ka = co = jk’b 
and 
fij’b’.x’b’ = (Rco \ {yo} x $a).(n.ab./?‘b’,q) = (n.cxb.P’b’,$a.q). 
Now, 
py,.(x.xb.P’b’,$a.q) = $a.q = pd.fi’b’ = pyo.slb.P’b’ 
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and if y E Rco such that ‘/ # yo, we have 
P;.(n.ub.P’b’,$a) = p,.xb.P’b’. 
Thus (n.xb.B’b’, $ a) = xk’b./Yb’ as required. 
A quick inspection of the definition of Q’ and R’ shows that any modification of any 
summand consisted of replacing a single summand of exponent K by a family of A 
summands of exponent K \ {x} + P a with each a used exactly once (for some x E K). 
Thus, if we evaluate these polynomials at some element X of a rig, we have replaced 
a summand XK by XKP’ x P(X). Thus, if we evaluate at an X such that P(X) =X, 
we have Q’(X) = Q(X) and R’(X) = R(X). This observation will provide the building 
blocks for our computation of the isomorphism classes of Yr. 
5.3. The isomorphism classes of Fr 
We now return to the computation of the isomorphism classes of Fr. Given an arrow 
(j, x) : Q + R in & (for polynomials Q = (B, Q) and R = (C, R)) whose image in Yr 
is an isomorphism, we shall provide an equational deduction that Q(X) = R(X) in any 
rig where P(X) =X by induction. The induction will be on the fibres j-‘c for c E C, 
and operates by removing a maximal size fibre and replacing it by fibres of smaller 
size. Recall that we are dealing only with polynomials with at least one constant and 
at least one nonconstant term. 
We shall write f : Q(T) 4 R(T) for the image of (j, LX) under the embedding in 
Sets described in Section 5.4. Note that this f is the image of an isomorphism in LT., 
and hence a bijection in Sets. 
Firstly, note that if j-‘c is empty for any c E C, one of the summands of R(T) is 
not in the image of any summand of Q(T), and since T is nonempty, this contradicts 
the surjectivity of f. Secondly, we recall the observation at the end of Section 5.4, 
namely that for given b E B, the trees defining ctb have at most one leaf node labelled 
by a given ;’ E Qb. 
63.1. The base of the induction 
Suppose j-‘c is a singleton for each c E C. Thus j is a bijection, and each summand 
TR” of R(T) is the image under f of exactly one summand TQh of Q(T). Moreover, f, 
when restricted to TQb, is precisely TTb for some ab E TX, and this map is a bijection. 
What are the bijections in the image of YX in Sets under the embedding described 
in Section 5.2? 
Given y E Rc, p,.Txb must be a projection, say pa for 6 E Qb. This follows because 
the algebra for which T is initial satisfies no equations. If p,T”’ were not a projection, 
the root node of any element in the image of p:,.T”’ would be the same. However, 
since #A > 2, this implies p,.Tnb is not surjective, but h and T”’ are surjective. 
No 6 may arise from more than one y, or we would have more than one leaf node 
labelled by y in the trees defining ab. Each 6 must arise from at least one y, or Txb will 
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not be injective. Thus we have established a bijection Qb 2 Rc, and thus evaluating 
Q and R at an element X of any rig, X @ = XRC and Q(X) = R(X) as required. 
6.3.2. Thr inductive step 
Suppose that jj’c has more than 1 element for some c E C. Choose CO E C such that 
jj’ca is as large as possible. Consider those b E j-‘co, and the arrows ab: Qb + Rco. 
We claim that for some bo and some ;YJ E Rco, the composite ~;,,.cxb is not a projection 
of Qb. 
To see this, we examine the image under the embedding of Section 5.2. If, for 
each b and all ;’ E Rco we have p:,.zb a projection, then by injectivity of Tzh and 
#T > 2, we see that every projection of Qb must arise in this way. Moreover, if 
p,.xb = p:,.ab = pcj are the same projection of Qb for y # ‘;‘, then 6 labels two 
leaf nodes in the trees defining ab; thus each projection of Qb arises exactly once in 
this fashion. Thus f restricts to a bijection Qb + Rco, which contradicts j-‘CO having 
more than 1 element (since T Qh already maps surjectively onto Rco). 
Hence, for some bo E j-’ CO and some ya E Rco, we have that p+xbo is not a pro- 
jection of Qbo. Consider the development of (j, a) at 1’0 E Rco as described in Section 
6.2, producing (j’, cc’) : Q’ + R’. 
We claim that for each c’ E C’, the fibre j’- ‘c’ is the same size as jP ’ c in the case 
c’ = c E C \ CO, and is strictly smaller in size than j-‘CO in the case c’ = a E A. 
The first part of this claim is immediate from the construction of j’. If c’ = c E C\ca, 
then for b’ E B’, j’b’ # CO, thus b’ = b E B \ D, and j’b’ = jb. Hence the fibre j’-‘c’ 
is precisely the fibre j-‘c in this case. 
For the second, let us assume c’ = a E A. The fibre j’-‘c’ has two parts: those 
b’ = b E B \ D such that p;,(,. xb = $a. L! for some E, and (b, a) E B’ for each b E D. 
Thus, given b E ,j- ‘CO, in the case p;(,.~b = $a.5 for some a E A and Cc, b contributes 
to the fibre over a single c’ = a E A, whereas in the case ~~(,.ctb = pb for some 6 E Qb, 
it contributes to every fibre over each c’ = a E A. 
By choice of 70, we have that p;,. xbo is not a projection, and hence factors as $ ua . E 
for unique a0 E A. Thus if a E A and a # a~, then bo does not contribute to the fibre 
over c’ = CI E A, and hence j’-‘c’ will be smaller than jj’ca. 
So it remains only to consider the fibre over c’ = aa. Let x E TRco be any point in 
the image of T Qhtl. hence the yoth component of x has a root node labelled by uo. Let , 
x’ be any point of TR“ll whose ;joth component has root node labelled a # aa, and all 
other components equal to the corresponding components of x. Such an x’ exists since 
T is nonempty, and #A > 2. Let b be such that x’ is in the image of TQ’. Note that 
b # bo for x’ is by construction not in the image of rho. Consider ~~~~.ab : Qb + 1. 
If this arrow is not a projection, then this arrow must factor through $a, by (3). 
Hence b does not contribute to the fibre of c’ = ao, and we have the required 
result. 
Suppose now P;,,.ab = pd is a projection for some S E Qb, and we shall produce a 
contradiction. Consider the function f’ : Q(T) ---f R(T). By the observation in Section 
5.4, S labels only one leaf node in the trees defining xb - namely in the formula pa. 
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Let y be the pre-image of x’ in T Qh Let y’ E T@ be the same as y, except that . 
the 6th component is replaced by the 70th component of x. Consider f(y’) - only the 
;,oth component depends on the 6th component of y’, hence ,f(t;‘) is identical to ,f(?;) 
except that the yoth component is replaced by the 6th component of y’, that is, ,f(v’) 
is identical to x’ except that the 70th component is the yoth component of X. Hence 
f(y’) = x, which contradicts injectivity of f (for x arises as the image of distinct 
elements, one in TQho and one in T@‘). Thus p:,,.xb = pd never arises. 
Thus, we have replaced Q and R by a pair of equationally equivalent polynomials Q’ 
and R’, and (j, r) by a map (j’, x’) : Q’ + R’ whose image in .Yr is an isomorphism, 
and such that one of the maximal size fibres of j has been reduced in size in j’. 
Continuing this process, we may reduce all fibres to size 1, at which point the base 
case of the induction shows the polynomials are equationally equivalent. 
63.3. Conclusion 
This analysis allows us to determine the isomorphism classes of 9J.. 
Recall that any arrow [rnQ, (j, a)] : Q + R in .Y,. is a composite of the image of 
(j, a): Q(P(“)) 4 R, and the inverse of the image of t,,Q: Q(P(“)) + Q. Also, if 
[tnQ,(j,~)] is an isomorphism in 97, so too is the image of (j, a), since the image of 
r,,Q is an isomorphism. 
The previous section provides us with an equational deduction of Q(P’“))(X) = R(X) 
in a rig with P(X) = X, and there is clearly an equation deduction of Q(P(“‘)(X) = 
Q(X) in such a rig. 
Thus, we may state the following theorem 
Theorem 2. Given a polynomiul P having at leust one constant term and ut leust 
one nonconstant term, then two objects Q and R of’ Fr are isomorphic if’ und only if 
Q(X) = R(X) in the rig N[X]/(P(X) = X). 
Another statement of the same result is: 
Theorem 3. Given a polynomial P huving ut least one constunt term wd at least one 
nonconstant term, then for two polynomials Q and R, the jirllowiny are equivulent: 
l Q(X) = R(X) in any rig such thut P(X) =X; 
l Q(X) 2 R(X) in uny distributive category such thut P(X) “X. 
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